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Making the Historical Record
• How will scholars draw on the historical record in the
future, will we see a new empiricism or more datadriven research?
• The ways in which cultural heritage practitioners act
on the historical record influence future research
possibilities.
• Duff and Harris (2002: 276): creating archival
descriptions involves ‘working with context,
continually locating it, constructing it, figuring and
refiguring it. Context, in principle, is infinite. The
describer selects certain layers for inclusion, and
decides which of those to foreground … [as]
narrative’.
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Supporting Academic Research
… the context where a document comes from is very important for
interpreting it. And also, if you just draw out some document from this
and there and so on you don’t have a wide view of the whole, you
just have this singular document and it can be misleading …
… the [collection] description is so important and has to be standardised
so that you get the same information from every collection description.
We’ve discussed building a hierarchy in the portal website to show
researchers where a specific document is physically, but … it’s not
that important anymore … Context, I have a feeling, is becoming less
important in the archival world, I mean context based on hierarchy.
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The Present State of the Computational
turn in Historical Research
The historical record is being consulted in more routinised ways,
challenging conventional understandings of academic rigour…
… you miss things, because you don’t look for other sources, which can
be important. You have to get to know your material for good
research, and we can aid people with that, [advising them] to look into
these sources and these sources, but [even] I learn things. So, I think
context is that important … and one of the main problems is that new
historians, the new school who use the digital tools, they don't have the
feeling anymore with the context, the methodology of searching. They
want quick wins. And you can’t do decent research I think with quick
wins.
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Imaginaries of Historical
Research
… finding a good way to making it clear how
the … one isolated bit that you see here
relates to the collections in total I would
argue is almost more important now
because in the past people sort of knew
there would just be thousands of boxes
of stuff and they had an understanding if
they only look into two that there're still more
than 900 that they haven't looked at. They
don't necessarily have that same
understanding by landing on a page that
has some content.
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Imaginaries of Historical
Research
Without context, you don’t have value.
Documents don’t speak on their own, they
speak if they are in a context, so … in the
digital the context is much more important
and relevant than in a physical archive.
Because in the digital environment you are a
lot in front of picture, if you don’t have the
context that explain the value of the picture,
that picture is mute, I would say. You can
appreciate the aesthetic, it is a beauty, very
nice picture but you cannot appreciate the
intrinsic meaning and value in general.
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Towards Machine-driven Research
• The digital future of cultural heritage institutions raises questions
about gatekeeping and control over knowledge boundaries as the
historical record becomes untethered from a physical location.
• Kitchin (2017: 22): databases and data infrastructures ‘unmoor’
analysis from an understanding of data production and
representation, with standardisation of metadata for processing by
algorithms ‘decontextualis[ing] and depoliticis[ing] the data contained
within’.
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Risks of Working with the New
Big Data Medium
Weakening relationships between cultural
heritage institutions and their users…
… the request form has a question about… what
they intend to use the data for, we also ask them
about their academic background or their
research background … It is an optional field, not
everyone completes it, but it was seen as
important to actually give the data creators
confidence that the people who are obtaining
the data do have the necessary expertise to
analyse it correctly, which is a big concern.
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Risks of Working with the New
Big Data Medium
The dark side of digital discoverability…
… data-linking is one of the limitations we have to take into
account, and it’s one of the primary factors in terms of restricting
data, because even if you’ve removed all the direct identifiers, maybe
indirect information that could be used to identify them … and the
identifiers that are used, even if they’re a numeric ID, could be linked to
an existing dataset. It could be linked to the personal data that people
have stored elsewhere than they’re supposed to.
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Whose Discourse?
The introduction of new
technologies of
knowledge could be
seen as a moment of
breach and repair in
cultural heritage
practice, whereby
practitioners’ reactions
to the disruption of their
practice expose
previously invisible
norms (Goffman, 1967;
Sacks, 1974).

… an in-house IT
colleague … he’s the
bridge between me and
the IT company … it
makes it easier to
transfer the message,
because in the beginning
… I had much trouble
learning to speak IT…

I hope that there will be more and more
portals to expose our … hidden treasures.
Because it’s a common knowledge.
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Thanks to
[infrastructure
project], we are
evolving in a
certain way, and
we’re also finding
connections with
other institutes

You are forced to evolve
with and you can learn
from it, and so it benefits
the institution.

Jumping Google to avoid
McDonaldisation
People are so adapted to the Google search that they don’t
even know anymore that there is a different way of searching
… we feel that [facilitating] this is more connected to the way
in which researchers today, especially the young generation,
use search engines and tools that we developed in the past.
… to be stronger than Google … I think this is the challenge
for that kind of project. To be very attractive for people and
push them to jump Google and go directly to your portal.
It’s like driving now with a [self-driving] Tesla … So, you have
to give in and the car drives. And for some things it can be
good because people have more flaws, but on the other
hand, can I trust a machine, because it was someone who
programmed the machine, and I can’t control on what basis
the machine gives the result.
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New Ethical Questions for
Big Data
Certainly, the machine processing is, I
suppose, going to be even bigger soon
than it is now, and … artificial
intelligence has the potential to draw
new conclusions from a large amount
of data [which] … until quite recent
years have resisted the broader
analysis … With all … Facebook does
and Google does in terms of linking
information together, if that becomes
even more prevalent, then there are
dangers there in terms of providing data.
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Satisficing Answers to Research
Questions?
… there're various biases built into neutral like looking technologies that
will probably skew the perception of what knowledge is and
introduce all sorts of bias into it. Even though people believe they see
everything, they might see even less than before because they're only
being shown the things that the algorithm believes they want to
see. So, I'm really concerned … that commercial interests will
increasingly drive knowledge creation … [the reproductive functions of
filter bubbles] make Facebook richer but society drifts apart much more
and I would like to avoid that … and not be stuck in something that
looks a bit like Facebook large for cultural content.
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Satisficing Research Infrastructures?
… so that you know, what are you looking for, what are the possibilities?
Certainly, you have to know what you can’t find, and it's one of my
projects. I'm working on something to put a methodology used by
historians into the search engine, to give a certain transparency in the
search results … It's one of the differences with IT … IT people say
okay we want something [like] Google, we want to have the result. I
say no … the method has to be historically correct [young researchers
need this] to make it easier to connect with the university … to warm
them up for historical research.
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Displacing the Goals of Cultural Heritage
• Latour’s (1987) ‘interessément’: translation from the discourse of one
world to another, followed by normalisation in order to stabilise the
power shift.
• Clarke and Fujimura (1992): scientists define disciplinary boundaries
while using ‘standardised packages … to translate interests between
social worlds’.
• We found the onus was on cultural heritage practitioners to learn the
language of the technical, which risks a power shift towards technical
solutions through interessément or standardised packages as
practitioners grow used to having their original goals displaced.
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Displacing the Goals of Cultural Heritage
• Where technologies are a black box, displacing one goal with
another that more closely fits the solution offered derails arguments
that that method is not the best choice (Latour, 1987).
• Ruppert (2013: 3): if humanities and social science researchers do
not develop the technical skills required to engage with big data, ‘the
humanities and social sciences will become ever-more alienated
from the creative power of software analytics in formatting their
working practices’ [emphasis added].
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Displacing Academic Freedom
Sometimes they of course compare us to big players like Google or
something like that. No archive can work like Google. We don’t have
the manpower or the finances of Google. But to present data in a
[similar] platform has on one hand a chance that people are asking for
your holdings. On the other side it’s a big, big danger that they are only
looking for that information and don’t realise that we might have more.
if people don't realise we have much more … it limits use of our
collections and it also skews research towards what's easily available,
properly catalogued, easy to find and ideally available freely online
because that's what researchers will go to because it's just the most
convenient. And that then leads to a process where that then attracts
more funding and then more digitisation and improvement of
metadata, and then it attracts even more visitors.
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Future Understandings of the Historical
Record
• As a ‘mediated and ever-changing construction’ (Cook, 2001), the
historical record cannot be an ‘artefact with fixed boundaries of
contents and contexts’ (Ketelaar, 2001).
• Hedstrom (1998): archivists must ‘teach the users of electronic
archives how to be discriminating and sceptical consumers of digital
information [to] approach digital evidence with a questioning mind
about how it was generated, why it was preserved, and how it might
be interpreted … archivists will have a responsibility to help users
evaluate, understand, and interpret new documentary forms’.
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Conclusions
• Deference to a supposed scientific transcendence inherent in
technical solutions overlooks the implications of increasing use of
algorithms by researchers who may be unaware of their underlying
assumptions.
• This raises pressing questions about academic freedom. Can
researchers exercise free will in the medium of big data?
• Black boxes must be opened so that new computational methods
transfer power to researchers’ imaginations, not algorithms and their
unseen and unaccountable programmers.
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